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Abstract

into two categories reverse transcriptase inhibitors (RTIs)
and protease inhibitors (PIs). Drugs falling in both of these
categories prevent the proliferation of the HIV in different
ways, during viral life cycle, HIV hijacks the CD4 + target cell and uses it to replicate itself. The RITs operate by
stopping the conversion of HIV RNA to DNA while the PIs
reduce the number of virus particles released by infected
cell by disrupting the viral assembly process which results
in the improper structuring of the viral proteins.
Acutely infected HIV patients are treated using a highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART). This treatment usually
consists of a combination of one or more RTI and PI drugs.
Although HAART is successfully able to maintain a low viral load in many patients, its long-term usage comes with
a host of complications. In some cases, the HIV mutates
producing drug-resistant strains which result in the need to
change the drug therapy but many times it is difficult to
find pharmaceuticals that provide effective treatment. Further, prolonged exposure to these drugs can cause patients
to have benign to severe pharmaceutical side effects which
affect the continuity of treatment. Various social and economic barriers in conjunction with high drug cost and convoluted pill regime limits the effective use of HAART in
some patients. These overarching concerns about the longterm use of antiretroviral therapy strongly motivate the consideration of optimal schemes for its use.
One such strategy is to use repeated cycles in which the
therapy is switched on and off. An advantage of using
this protocol is that it can result in reactivating an adaptive immune response during the time frame when the treatment is discontinued (Off). This regime is also called as
structured treatment interruption (STI). Researchers have
shown that using this kind of strategy can sometimes help
patients maintain immune control of virus even in the absence of treatment [14]. A large number of studies have
been conducted to investigate the benefits of the STI protocols [3, 13, 19] however; there is no consensus on the
optimal drug schedule or interruption schemes that result in
effective treatment. Adams et al. explore the problem of
finding the optimal STI strategy by using a system of ordi-

Evaluation of Reinforcement learning(RL) based algorithms on game based environments can sometimes undermine the applicability of these methods to solve real world
tasks. In this project we demonstrate the ability of Reinforcement Learning based methods to solve a challenging problem of finding the optimal drug scheduling strategy
for treatment of Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) infection. Further we incorporate the environment used for
this problem in the popular OpenAI-Gym format with the
hope that this problem provides a more practical testbed
for benchmarking RL algorithms.

1. Introduction
Over the past few years, evaluation of Reinforcement
Learning(RL) based algorithms has been carried out extensively on either game based [6, 5] or robotic environments
[17]. However, as mentioned above RL techniques can also
be used to solve a wide variety of control problems. Hence
we also implement a OpenAI-Gym wrapper for the dynamical model proposed by Adams et al. Finally, our contributions in this project can be summarized as follows:
1. We incorporate a new a environment in the OpenAIGym frame work that accentuates the applicability of
Reinforcement Learning in the health care domain
2. We evaluate the performance of some of the a basic
Policy based and Value based methods in the proposed
environment.
In the recent years, scientists have made significant
progress towards improving quality of life and fostering
higher longevity in HIV infected patients thanks to the advances in the treatment of human immunodeficiency virus
(HIV). Patients are now able to maintain a low viral load
due to the availability of a combination of drug treatments
known as ”drug cocktails”.
Presently available anti-HIV drugs can be broadly classified
1

The reward is expressed as:

nary differential equations (ODE) to model the HIV infection dynamics and use continuous control theory to derive
an optimal drug scheduling scheme. However, fitting the
parameters of an ODE to accurately reflect and quantify biological observations is a difficult task. On the other hand,
Reinforcement Learning(RL) is a direct optimal adaptive
control framework [21, 22] that can help one discern optimal control strategies or policies by using measured trajectories. This obviates the need of identifying apriori a model
of the system dynamics.
Thus in this project, we aim at using Reinforcement
learning to determine close to optimal STI strategies using
a set of trajectories generated during clinical trials of different STI protocols. More specifically we use the system of
ODEs modelling the infection dynamics proposed in [1] to
generate new trajectories in response to different STI policies suggested by the RL algorithm and in effect bootstrap
these responses to improve the predictions made by the RL
algorithms.

r(s, a) = −QVt − R1 21t − R2 22t + SEt

where: Q = 0.1 , R1 = 20000, R2 = 2000, S= 1000, 1t
= {0, 0.7} , 2t = {0, 0.3} . Q, R1 , R2 & S are weight
constants for the virus, control inputs and immune effectors. The second and the third terms represent the systemic
costs of drug treatment ( severity of unintended side effects
as well as treatment cost). The case when 1 (t) = b1 represents maximal use of RT inhibitors and 2 (t) = b2 maximal use of protease inhibitors. To summarize the equation
(1) represents the goal to minimize both the HIV population and the systemic costs to body while maximizing immune response. Additionally, Adams et al. also show that
in the absence of treatment (i.e.1t , 2t = 0) the system of
ODE exhibits three physical equilibrium points within the
state space. As shown in table 3, suninfected represents a uninfected unstable equilibrium point and sunhealthy represents
a healthy locally stable equilibrium point with a low virus
load and High T-cell count & shealthy represents a unhealthy
locally stable equilibrium point indicating high viral load
and low T-cell count.

2. Environment Description:
In order to help the reader understand the actual problem
being solved we; describe the characteristics of the model
proposed by Adams et al. [1]. The Dynamic model is characterised by six state variables as described in table 1.

State Variables
T1
T2
T1∗
T2∗
V
E

Table 1. State Space

Variable
T1
T2
T1∗
T2∗
V
E

(1)

Description
Number of healthy CD4 + T-lymphocytes
Number of healthy macrophages
Number of infected CD4 + T-lymphocytes
Number of infected macrophages
Number of free virus particles
Number of cytotoxic T-cells

suninfected
6

10
3198
0
0
0
10

sunhealthy

shealthy

967839
621
76
6
415
353108

16353
5
11945
46
63919
24

Table 3. Equilibrium points

The simulator built for generating the trajectories starts
with the state s0 = sunhealthy and monitors it as we change
the STI strategies. More concretely, the medication protocol is revised every five days during which patients data is
monitored for every state variable. The change in the state
variables from one point to another is seen as the state transition as response to the change in the control strategy and
the corresponding reward is calculated as per equation (1).
As with any RL algorithm our objective is to find a stationary policy π such
hP that it maximises thei expected return
T
t
given by V π = E
t=0 γ r(s, a)|s = s0 .

Since our objective is to find the optimal STI strategy;
our action space is defined in terms of efficacy of respective
type of drug indicated by the variable it where i ∈ {1, 2}.
Table 2 hence describes the four actions each representing
a discrete step in the STI cycle. More formally the action
space is described as A = {(1 , 2 )|i is measurable, ai ≤
i ≤ bi , t ∈ [t1 , t2 ] ∀i = 1, 2}.

3. Methods
RTI (1t )

PI (2t )

Status

0.7
0
0.7
0

0
0.3
0.3
0

RTI ON, PI OFF
RTI OFF, PI ON
RTI ON , PI ON
RTI OFF, PI OFF

Before we begin describing our approach, we would like
to highlight that the problem of predicting the optimal STI
strategy has been previously studied by Ernst et al. [7]
wherein they have reported the results of Fitted Q-iteration
[2]. Our approach differs from theirs since we use on-line
learning setting to test our algorithms as opposed to the off
line learning scheme used by Ernst et al.

Table 2. Action Space

2

dates the wt according to the formula:

Within the purview of value-based methods, we implement variants of Temporal Difference (TD) Learning methods. TD methods are popular since they combine the sampling of Monte-Carlo with the Bootstrapping of Dynamic
Programming. Additionally, these methods differ from
Monte Carlo methods as they try to minimise the difference between sequential (temporal) predictions instead of
an overall prediction error. Since these methods rewrite the
value function update in the form of a Bellman equation, the
resulting bootstrapping helps reduce the variance of prediction in every step. In the next section, we define the mathematical notation for a general case of TD methods

wt+1 = wt + αt dt

(γλ)(t−k) ∇V̂ (sk , wt )
w

k=0

(4)

where w0 is initialized to some arbitrary vector, αt is a sequence of scalar step size, λ is parameter such that λ ∈
[0,1], and the gradient ∇V̂ (sk , wt ) is the partial derivative
w
of w.r.t w. We also consider a special case of linear function
approximators using which V̂ takes the form:
V̂ (s, w) =

3.1. Temporal Difference Learning (TD)

K
X

w(k)φk (s)

(5)

k=1

Consider an irreducible periodic Markov chain with a finite or countably infinite state space. We can view the state
space to be indexed as a set of positive integers given by
S = {1, 2, ..., n}.
In a general sense, the state space is a countable subset of
a Euclidean space. Particularly, each state can correspond to
a vector of real numbers that describe the state of a physical
system which in our case are markers of HIV.
The sequence of states visited by the Markov chain is
denoted as {st |t = 0, 1, 2, , ..., n}. A finite or infinite
transition probability matrix describes the dynamics of the
Markov chain. It is denoted by P (s, s0 ) where the (s, s0 )th
entry denoted as pss0 is the probability of transitionning
to (st+1 = s0 ) given that (st = s). For any pair (s, s0 )
we obtain a scalar r(s, s0 ) which represents the reward for
transitioning from s to s0 . The discount factor is given by
γ ∈ (0, 1). Assuming that the expectation in equation (2) is
well defined, the value function V : S 7→ R associated with
this Markov Chain is defined as:
"∞
#
X
∗
t
V (s) = E
γ r(st , st+1 )|s0 = s
(2)

Here, w = (w(1), ..., w(K)) is the parameter vector and φk
is a fixed scalar function defined on the State Space S.
We can also define a vector values function φ : S 7→ Rk
by letting φ0 (i) = (φ1 (s), · · · , φk (s). With this modification, the approximation can be written as :
V̂ (w) = Φ · w

(6)

Where Φ is a |S| × K matrix whose k th column is equal to
φk , i.e.


|
|
 φ1 φ k 
|
|
Thus the gradient vector becomes
∇V̂ (w) = Φ0

(7)

where ∇V̂ (w) is the Jacobian Matrix whose ith column is
equal to the ∇V̂ (s, w).
Elaborating more on the need of function approximation;
a large state space presents two major challenges. The most
obvious one is the storage problem, as it becomes impractical to store the value function (or optimal action) explicitly for each state. The other is the generalization problem, assuming that limited experience does not provide sufficient data for each and every state. Both these issues are
addressed by the Function Approximation approach [21],
which involves approximating the value function by functional approximators with given architectures and a manageable number of adjustable parameters. Obviously, the
success of this approach rests on some regularity properties
of the state space, possibly induced by appropriate feature
selection, and on the proper choice of an approximation architecture and size. In a linear approximation architecture,
the value of a state is computed by first mapping it to a
low dimensional feature vector, and then linearly weighting
these features using adjustable weights. The functions used
to compute each entry in the feature vector are called the

t=0

Since we are dealing with continuous state space we require function approximation. We consider approximation
of V ∗ : S 7→ R using a function approximator such that
V̂ : S × Rk 7→ R. Generally, for approximating the value
function we select a parameter vector w ∈ Rk to minimize
some error metric between V ∗ (·) & V̂ (·, w).
Assuming that at time t we have set the parameter w to
some value wt . Upon observing the sequence of states st ,
we define the temporal difference dt corresponding to the
transition from st to st+1 = s0 by:

dt = r(s, s0 ) + γ V̂ (st , wt ) − V̂ (st , wt )

t
X

(3)

Subsequently, for t = 0, 1, ..., the TD learning method up3

basis functions. A notable class of linear function approximators is that of Radial Basis Function (RBF) networks
[8, 12, 18, 16]. RBFs can be thought of as neural networks
with a single hidden layer where each neuron in the hidden
layer is a RBF kernel function as shown in figure 1. Mathematically RBF kernel can be written as follows:


−|x − µ|2
1
(8)
exp
φ(x) = √
2σ 2
σ 2 2π
The update rule then follows as:
X
f (x) =
wi φ(x, xi )

Algorithm 1: Actor Critic Algorithm based on Action
value critic
1 Initialise s,w, θ;
2 Sample action , a ∼ πθ ;
3 for every step do
4
Sample reward r = r(s, a) ;
0
5
Sample transitions s ∼ Pass ;
6
Sample next action a0 ∼ πθ (s0 , a0 );
7
d = r(s, s, a) + γ Q̂w (s0 , a0 ) − Q̂w (s, a);
8
θ = θ + β∇θ logπθ (s, a)Q̂w (s, a);
9
w ← w + αdφ (s, a);
10
a ← a0 , s ← s0 ;
11 end

(9)

i

RBF kernels also have a particular advantage that although
the kernel function f (x) in non-linear w.r.t x, it can be expressed as a linear combination of φ(x)
In the RL context, linear architectures uniquely enjoy
convergence results and performance guarantees, particularly for the problem of approximating the value of a fixed
stationary policy [24]. Thus we use RBF functions for feature extraction and then approximate the value function using semi-gradient methods.

we implement the Actor-Critic algorithm using non-linear
function approximation.
In conjunction with the Actor-Critic algorithm we also
implement the recently introduced approach called Trust
Region Policy Optimization (TRPO) [20]. These methods demonstrate robust performance on a wide variety of
tasks and tend to give monotonic improvements with ”little
hyper-parameter tuning”, this property warrants their use in
our task.

3.3. Implementation
As discussed in section 3 we implement the three most
basic variants of TD Algorithms; Q-learning ,SARSA &
Expected SARSA. For the function approximation part we
implement, four RBF kernels with exemplar values of 0.05,
1, 0.5, 0.1 respectively. Note that these values have been
empirically chosen and we don’t dwell on the rational of
choosing them for the sake brevity. We use a constant step
size α = 0.1 and set the discount rate γ = 0.99. We repeat
5 cycles of 10000 steps each to study the variance of these
methods for a comparative analysis.
For Actor Critic implementation we use a simple 2 layer
feed-forward MLP with tanh activation applied between
successive linear layers for approximating Q̂w (s, a) as well
as policy πθ . We use the Adam optimizer [10] with the
learning rate of 10-1 , due to its demonstrated advantages
of improving convergence by approximating second-order
methods For TRPO, we follow the same structure as for the
actor critic implementation. Additionally, we use a softmax layer at the end of our policy network which returns
probability values corresponding to each value. Here we
use the learning rate of 10-4 .

Figure 1. High level schematic of a RBF network from [15]

3.2. Policy Based Methods
The value based methods described in the section 3.1 parameterise the value function and derive the near optimal
policy from it. In contrast, Policy Based methods are class
of methods which aim at learning the policy directly by parameterizing it. Actor Critic algorithm [11] can be viewed
as a TD variant of Policy based methods. From algorithm 1
we can see that in this framework, the Actor updates the parameters of the policy using Policy Gradient theorem [23]
whereas the Critic updates the parameters of the approximate action value function Q̂(s, a) using the TD method
described in section 3.1. Owing to these unique properties,

4. Results & Discussion
We now discuss results of our implemented algorithms
and discuss their implications.
4

4.1. Results - Value based Methods:

Figure 2. Performance of TD-algorithms vs reported baselines by
Ernst et al. [7] & Barreto et al. [4]

(a)

Figures 2 ,3 show the results of TD algorithms, we find
that our implementation of TD algorithms outperform the
results reported in Barreto et al. by a significant measure.
We can also see that Expected-SARSA yields better performance as compared to Q learning and SARSA. We handle
the explanation of this phenomenon on a case by case basis.
Expected SARSA vs Q-learning: The main difference
between Expected SARSA and Q-learning algorithm is that
the former is a On-policy method while the latter is a Offpolicy method. In Q learning we choose the action maximizes the state-action value function Q(s, a), in a way this
operation prohibits exploration and makes the policy greedy
with respect to the values of Q. This can some times hurt
the agents performance as it never learns to avoid certain
bad actions. On the other hand on-policy methods try to estimate the optimal way to behave given the exploration that
is occurring. Hence we can conclude that Expected SARSA
will perform better than Q-learning in cases where the -soft
policy is better than the -soft policy based on Q∗ (s, a) [25]

(b)

Expected-SARSA vs SARSA: From figures 3(b) & 3(c)
we can that the variance of Expected SARSA is lower than
SARSA. The high variance is the result of the substantial
difference in the state-action(Q(s, ·)) values for every action a given state s. This variance is eliminated in Expected
SARSA due to the expectation operation performed in the
target update.
In figure 5 we plot the evolution of state variables
T1 , T1∗ , T2 , T2∗ , V, E as the learning progresses to verify the
efficacy of the STI policy learnt by our RL agent. For all
the three algorithms we notice that the learnt STI strategy
successfully helps lower the viral load V and higher T -cell
count and is able to bring the patient within the domain of
attraction of the healthy steady state.

(c)

Figure 3. Performance of TD-algorithms averaged across five runs

5

4.2. Results - Policy Based Methods

of Actor-Critic algorithm using a vanilla neural network and
Figure 4(b) shows the results of the Actor-Critic algorithm
for a single run. From figure 4(a) we can see that our implementation diverges in variance with the number of runs
in-spite of promising convergence in a single run. Paying
heed to the concerns raised by Islam et al. [9] we do not
fix the seed during multiple runs of our algorithm. This reinforces the susceptibility of divergence in non-linear function approximation methods due to lack of careful tuning of
hyper-parameters [24, 9]. This observation is further bolstered by the results of our TRPO implementation in figure 4(c), where algorithm doesn’t seem to learn anything
in-spite of using smaller learning rates and experimenting
with the network architecture. Due to the lack of computing resources at our disposal, we were not able to run a fullfledged grid search for the optimal hyper-parameters, and
report the best performance of our implementations.

(a)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(b)

Figure 5. The curves in the figure(s) represent the evolution of state
variables as the learning progresses as compared to the unhealthy
steady state (sunhealthy ) as indicated in table 3.

4.3. Discussion
Although our algorithms seem to have outperformed the
some of the previously tested approaches in terms of the expected return, we would like to highlight the fact that this
does not nearly present a strong case for vouching for the
efficiency of the RL in solving for the optimal STI strategy. In table 3 we have defined the notion of a locally stable
equilibrium point that denotes the healthy state of the pa-

(c)

Figure 4. Performance of Policy based methods

Based on our implementations, we find the results of policy based methods using non-linear function approximation
to be inconclusive. Figure 4(a) shows the results of 10 runs
6
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